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this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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excerpt from a digest of the New York Code of Civil Procedure being a synopsis of the chapters of the code relating to general practice in a concise and readable form. The first edition of this work met with a very favorable reception by the law students of New York State. Many unsought testimonials have been received testifying to its value both in explaining difficult passages of the code to the student unfamiliar with the technical language of the law and in bringing together in their proper order and in a concise form all sections relating to the same subject but widely separated in the code. A great deal of time and thought has been expended upon this work, and it is needless to state that its value depends inversely upon its size. The aim has been not to make a substitute for the code but to make a reference book to go with the code which will show at a glance all of the provisions relating to any subject. About the publisher: Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
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starting in louisiana in the early nineteenth century this book takes the reader on a journey through the usa and the development of their civil codes
from georgia and new york civil codes traveled to california and dakota territory in the great plains they made their way to montana north dakota and south dakota by the end of the century unveiling the history of nineteenth century civil codes in the usa this book examines their origin stories circulation and usage by focusing on the social historical context of their drafting and legal concepts rocheton s work published four decades after cook s book on the american codification movement contains an exhaustive and insightful analysis of nineteenth century civil codes it thoroughly discusses their context how they were conceived discussed drafted and approved their main foreign influences and content and their practical operation aniceto masferrer university of valencia while there is a vast corpus of literature on codification and more specifically civil codes in the civil law tradition it is much less known that six us states codified their private laws during the 19th century this book tells the fascinating story spoiler alert it s a family affair stefan vogenauer max planck institute for legal history and legal theory
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